Recognition of Generations at the USP

By Matt Presti – Director of Operations, USP

Greetings fellow students, alumni, directors and friends:

It is a great honor to address the student body this 3rd quarter of 2015. As always, we have many exciting developments taking place as well as new discoveries coming from the archives. Stay tuned for much more to come!

Recently, during the One Heart Homecoming, it was my honor to present these three recognition awards to our Chairman of the Board, J.B. Yount III, President Michael P. Hudak and Shipping Manager Cindy Lewis. All have given their utmost to this organization spanning three generations—assuring the continuance of the teachings of Walter and Lao Russell. The world is gifted to have these fine individuals who give above and beyond in selfless service toward the building of an international age of character. On behalf of the student body, we thank you all again for all you do and have done in service to the Russells and their teachings.
In just the last three months, we have been busy bees at the USP. On July 8th, we launched our Amazon Marketplace Store which you may visit by clicking [here](https://www.amazon.com). Our [Kindle E-Book store](https://www.amazon.com) is always open for those of you who like reading digitally. And best of all, on July 16th, we launched the brand new website for [www.Philosophy.org](https://www.Philosophy.org). I would like to personally welcome Ramu Shages, our new webmaster, to the team at the USP. He has done a phenomenal job in redesigning the main site—complete with a [high quality picture gallery](https://www.Philosophy.org) which showcases the many facets of artistic expression and mastery demonstrated by the Russells. It also contains a picture section of [Swannanoa](https://www.Philosophy.org), when the gardens were fully tended and the USP still resided there. The [science gallery](https://www.Philosophy.org) is incredible to behold as well the [paintings](https://www.Philosophy.org) and [sculptures](https://www.Philosophy.org). If you like Russell memes complete with quotes check out the [quote gallery](https://www.Philosophy.org). We also added a page on the new site just for "[Fulcrum Magazine](https://www.FulcrumMagazine.org)" which will include all 21 issues spanning the years 1992-1998. Especially awe-inspiring is the new [storefront](https://www.Philosophy.org). Thank you Ramu!

The USP has added one more installment to the “FREE” INNERVIEWS series. For this episode, we feature Victoria Airisun Wonderli—historian on everything Swannanoa and collector of rare unseen Walter Russell books, periodicals, paintings and illustrations, especially from his earlier years. There will be many more segments to come, featuring individuals who have been influenced or affected by the teachings of Walter and Lao Russell. Order your copy of Airisun’s book [here](https://www.Philosophy.org). The USP does not necessarily agree with the views, opinions or interpretations of the guests, presenters, or speakers featured on the INNERVIEWS platform. Walter and Lao Russell inspired the lives of many individuals worldwide, and the INNERVIEWS platform serves as a record for all posterity to enjoy these unique and personal accounts.

Click on the picture below to listen to the latest INNERVIEW. Enjoy.

Check out our [latest trailer](https://www.Philosophy.org) for the USP and feel free to share it.
Visit the newly redesigned storefront to see all of our available items—Books, Booklets, CD’S and Posters. Download our Pricelist here.

Our Science and Research Committee meets monthly with the goal of empirically validating Dr. Russell’s scientific concepts. We have discovered much more documentation on the Optical Dynamo Generator in the USP archives and will release high resolution images as well as various correspondences related to the Russell science in the near future.

The efforts of the student body, the alumni, the board and the staff together, all serve to assist in the unfolding of the newly dawning electric age of mankind. When Nature’s processes are philosophically (spiritually) understood, mankind can then scientifically (physically) build a world of abundance through cooperation instead of scarcity through competition. The design of man’s machines reflect his state of mind. All of man’s creations are a reflection of his thinking. Make your creations something worth giving for the uplift of humanity. When in Balance, everything is possible.

The USP is especially grateful for your continued support and assistance in spreading the teachings of Walter and Lao Russell to the world.

In eternal service to the uplift of mankind,

Matt Presti – Director of Operations, USP
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